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1.0 ABSTRACT
This paper has been compiled for the specific purpose of presenting an overview of potential problems
that are associated with Differential Global Positioning Systems. The paper describes the types of
problems that can be experienced with the four main DGPS components which are; The GPS itself, The
User or Mobile Platform, Reference Station(s) and Monitoring Facilities and The Differential
Transmission Method. The paper concludes by looking at a method that has been proposed to assist DP
operators and DP systems in assessing the quality of DGPS data in real time operations and comments
that DGPS is an acceptable DP reference, providing that the correct system is used for the DP task in
hand, and that operators are trained in the use and first level fault finding for the DGPS system.

This paper has been compiled with reference to the UKOOA/IMCA Guidelines on the Use of DGPS as a
Position Reference in DP Systems.
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2.0 A TYPICAL DGPS CONFIGURATION
The Global Positioning System (GPS) comprises the full constellation of 24 satellites, and one spare,
positioned in six orbital planes at an altitude of 21,000 kilometers.
Each satellite orbits the earth once every twelve hours (sidereal time) and this means that satellite
configurations repeat themselves every twelve hours (but earlier by four minutes of solar time each day).
The GPS allows users with the necessary receiving equipment to determine accurate position, velocity
and time anywhere on, or near, the earth's surface. However, a deliberate degradation, known as
Selective Availability (SA) has been implemented which results in a GPS point position (pseudo range)
accuracy of approximately 100m (2 DRMS). SA may typically be characterized in a time varying form of
amplitude 20m - 60m range error with a period of 6-14 minutes showing a rate of change of up to
0.4m/second.
In order to recover the accuracy of GPS, differential techniques must be applied. The principle of
differential GPS is to install a GPS receiver at a known point, to compute the difference in observed
pseudo range from the computed range for each measurement cycle (epoch) and transmit these timelagged pseudo range corrections over a fast and reliable data link to the mobile receiver. At the mobile
the range corrections are applied to the observed pseudo ranges from the satellites and the corrected observed pseudo ranges are then computed into position. In practice the observed pseudo ranges are
entered into a model to correct for the refraction of the signal caused by its path through the ionosphere
prior to computing corrections; ionospheric data are sent as part of the GPS satellite message for this
purpose. Differential techniques rely upon positive correlation of pseudo range errors over an area local
to the reference station. The configuration of a typical satellite based Differential Global Positioning
System (DGPS) is shown overleaf.
All DGPS consist of the following segments; GPS Satellites, The User or Mobile Platform, Reference
Station(s) and Monitoring Facilities and The Differential Transmission Method.

3.0 THE GPS SEGMENT AND PROBLEM AREAS
The GPS satellites are controlled by the US Government and are operated for the defense of the United
States of America (USA), civilian use is allowed under this premise. As a space based system GPS has
inherent advantages, noticeably its global coverage, however certain disadvantages are also present.
These can be summarized as being:
•

Low power signals leading to interference problems.

•

Line of sight needed leading to GPS signals being masked by obstructions.

•

Signal reflection called Multipath near the GPS antenna causing unstable positioning.

Potential problems also exist with the management of the GPS network, users need to be aware of how to
assess the condition of the GPS satellites, and how coverage may be affected at the location where GPS is
being used.
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A TYPICAL SATELLITE BASED DGPS CONFIGURATION
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•

Navigation bulletins are issued by the DOD alerting users to the status of satellites and are available
on the World Wide Web. As satellites are launched, die or are taken off line for maintenance the
coverage of the GPS constellation changes

•

Satellite prediction software is available to determine the positions of the satellites in relation to the
users position, so which satellites are in view at what time can be determined.

•

The geometric relation of the GPS satellites to the user at a particular point in time can affect the
quality of position. The Position Dilution Of Position (PDOP) is an indicator of good or bad GPS
coverage. Some satellites rise above the horizon for a short time and then set, their introduction into a
position solution can cause instability, an elevation mask is used to ensure these satellites are not
used.

•

A minimum of four satellites are required to calculate the position and height of the user, if the
number of visible satellites falls to three, then a technique known as height aiding must be used to
determine the position of the user. Five satellites or more can be used to detect erroneous
observations and perform complete quality control checks.

•

Two significant events will occur in August 1999. The first is an Almanac Rollover and the second is
a GPS week Rollover. At these time the number of bytes allocated to store the incremental number of
records will be exceeded and the counts will revert to zero. Users should confirm that the firmware in
their receivers and any software in use can cope with these events.

•

Satellite signals are influenced by sunspot activity which is currently increasing, increased radiation
may affect both GPS satellites and Communication satellite signals. Meteor showers are expected in
November 1999 and 2000, the physical integrity of Communication satellites is an area of concern.
The Y2K problem is also an area of concern, with respect to the GPS.

4.0 THE USER OR MOBILE PLATFORM
The problems that can be experienced by the user of a DGPS are a result of the problems associated with
the GPS configuration, and also the DGPS installation onboard the vessel being positioned, the problems
can be summarized as follows:
•

GPS and Differential signal interference, possible causes have included cell phones, satellite
communications, and localized radio transmissions from civilian or military sources. The problems
manifest themselves as complete or intermittent loss of signals to the receive antennae.

•

Physical obstructions blocking GPS and differential signals, an example would be a DP vessel
working alongside a platform that relocates to another face of the platform, and in the process loses
all signals due to the platform obstructing the signals. Again the result can be intermittent or
permanent loss of signals

•

Cable runs have to be carefully planned from a maintenance and signal loss aspect, the cutting of a
cable will lead to a sudden loss of data, while chaffing and water ingress will produce system
instability and intermittent faults. Lightning strikes on antennae also cause catastrophic problems.
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•

The electrical installation must be carefully planned, with uninterrupted power supplies being
dedicated to the DGPS equipment.

•

Multipath can be introduced in an otherwise clear environment by a crane boom swinging on the DP
vessel, or once again when the vessel comes alongside another structure. The position solution will
become erratic, causing DP alarms. The ideal location for the GPS antenna is as high as possible,
with a clear view to the sky, on a drilling rig a derrick mounted antenna is one of the best locations.

•

The GPS receiver and associated software can be a source of problems. The hardware can develop
faults, the satellite almanac can fail to update, the filtering within the software can fail to operate
correctly and there may be insufficient channels in the receiver to track the required number of
satellites.

•

Satellite geometry can affect the user as described in the previous section.

•

Operator errors, are a further potential source of problems for DGSP installations. Training and
manuals should be provided to operators to ensure they are capable of recognizing faults, and
preventing blunders.

•

The interfacing of the DGPS to the DP system should be via a dedicated interface, designed by the
DP supplier, if dual systems are in use each should have its own interface. The interfacing should be
completed by a technician from the DP system provider. The ability of the DP system to handle the
DGPS data must be considered so that the system is capable of weighting the data, and deselecting it
in the event of failure.

•

Accepting the DGPS should be a function of sea trials designed by the DP system provider to assess
the stability and accuracy of the system.

5.0 REFERENCE STATION(S) AND MONITORING FACILITIES
All reference stations are subject to the same concerns as mobile users with the exception that they do not
move in real time, the following are potential problem areas as they specifically relate to reference and
monitoring stations.
•

All reference stations need to be co-ordinated relative to a geodetic reference frame called World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) or an equivalent model. This allows the users position to be
calculated relative to the reference station in use, the accuracy with which the reference station is coordinated has to be acceptable to the positioning accuracy of the project on which the DP vessel is
engaged.

•

Multipath audits should be available for each reference station from the differential provider, these
prove that the reference stations are not located in high multipath environments, it should be noted
however that the situation may change if the environment around the reference station changes, or the
station is relocated.
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•

Two sets of equipment should be available at the reference station, providing redundancy in case one
system should fail. Both systems should be running continuously along with any monitoring facilities
that may be incorporated.

•

The means of communicating the differential corrections to the user will be focussed at either the
reference station or the DGPS suppliers hub where monitoring of the differential data may also occur.
The integrity of the equipment used at these locations is paramount to the continuous operation of the
differential system, a data failure at this location will cause a similar loss offshore.

•

If a network monitor is not available then local monitors can be established, these typically compute
the position of a known point at the monitor site and transmit the difference in position to the user
allowing him to see how accurate the differential corrections are in his work area.

6.0 THE DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMISSION METHODS
Differential corrections are transmitted to users via radio frequencies. The main types of transmission are
listed below with their associated shortcomings
•

UHF Radio Links. These are limited to a maximum range of 60 km, but have a very high update rate,
typically of 2 seconds, the systems can be thought of as being locally structured. These stations
usually have to be established on a project by project basis, are dependant on line of sight which can
cause difficulties due to antenna orientation, are usually installed on platforms and therefore subject
to power supply problems, hazard ratings and logistical problems regarding mobilization and
demobilization.

•

MF Radio Links. These links have a maximum range of 700 km and some receivers are sold with the
differential receive capability built in, the systems can be thought of as being regionally structured.
They have a slower update rate, and the frequencies are subject to atmospheric conditions especially
dawn and dusk effects, there are systems available that operate on dual frequencies to reduce these
shortcomings. Typical update rates are in the order of 10 to 15 seconds.

•

Satellite Correction Links. These links have a maximum range of 2000 km and are considered to be
global in coverage, there are however gaps in the coverage as the systems are dependant of
communication satellite footprints. The systems are dependent on line of sight to the communications
satellite, so local masking needs to be considered. The update rate is dependent on the number of
stations that are being transmitted over the network, typical update rates are however in the order of 5
seconds or faster. These systems are also dependent on national telecommunication networks and the
communication satellites themselves.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
One of the biggest problems with DGPS and DP systems has been answering the question “What went
wrong?”. The question is asked after an incident when the DPO has spent time stabilizing the system in
order to maintain the integrity of the operation the DP vessel is engaged on. In order to answer the
question the DPO would have had to have been scrutinizing the DGPS as the event occurred. Invariably
the DP system is responding to the event when the DPO first becomes aware of the problem, and deselection and containment is the only option.
The UKOOA/IMCA committee looked at the issues and developed a data quality index that would allow
DGPS systems to output a single value to the DP systems reflecting the quality of data being provided
The method shows that as the quality of position degrades the value output decreases from nine to zero.
The DP system can then weight the DGPS solution accordingly and allow a voting system to decide
which DP sensor to believe, reducing the level of interaction required by the DPO. During position
instability the DPO is warned, and can make an informed decision regarding the DGPS data. Following
the incident the DPO can assess what occurred and provide a written evaluation.
DGPS is established as a DP reference system, when operated correctly it easily meets the requirements
of most DP operations. Problems with systems can occur within any one of the four main components
which are; The GPS itself, The User or Mobile Platform, Reference Station(s) and Monitoring Facilities
and The Differential Transmission Method. It must also be recognized that some of these components are
inherent to the overall system and a failure at one location can cause problems throughout the network.
The issues affecting users of DGPS as a DP reference is being able to recognize the limitations of the
different types of DGPS available, followed by purchasing, installing and maintaining the system
correctly. Once a DGPS has been chosen for a particular vessel and or operation the next issue is training
DP operators to be able to assess the quality of the data being provided, and to first level fault find in
order to isolate the location of problems within the DGPS network, prior to contacting the system
provider for support is also a crucial area.
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